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POTENTIAL IMPLICATIONS OF TRENDS IN 
WORLD POPULATION, FOOD PRODUCTION, AND CLIMATE 

KEY JUDGMENTS 

Trying to provide adequate world food supplies 
will become a problem of over·riding priority in the 
years and decades illllftediately ahead -- and a key role 
in any successful effort mwst fall to the US. Even 
in the most favorable circumstances predictable, 
with increased devotion of scarce resources and 
techni~al expertis~, the outcome will be doubtful; 
in the event of adverse changes in climate, the 
outcome can only be gr~v~. 

The momentum of world population growth, es
pecially in the less developed countries (LDCs), 
is such that even strong measures taken now to 
T"educe feTtil ity would not stop rapid growth fc-r 

u-.~,.h.it."'5.:._ M-w~ ... DIQ\.~rt 411\i'S< ""'P...~ ~ ~~"toi rt-"* Itff'<N~ 
of much larger populations or :fllce !h~ political 
and other consequences of rising death rates. 

Demand for food rises inexorably with the growth 
of population and of affi~ence. Increases in suppl/ 
are less certain. Man's age-old concerns about the 
adeq~acy of food supplies have re~umed with particu
lar urgency since the crop-failures of 1972. 

The rich countries need have no fear of hunger, 
though the relative price of food will probably rise 
at times. 

'fhe poor, f~od·deficit LDCs must produce most of 
the additional food they will need to support their 

NOTE: Thu stifdli we pNparttd by ths Office of Po1-~ticat 
Research of thtl Centrat. .rn:ettigs""'1 Ac-ency. It does not,. 
'Mf,}evett,. repNsent cm official CIA position. The vi.6"'8 pN
sented t<ep:resent the best judgments of the issuing office 
tJhi.ch is QliJa.N that the compuz issws discussed und them
se tves to other interpZoeta:ticns. 

! 
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growing populations. They cannot afford to import 
it, nor is it likely they can co1mt on getting 
enough aid from tho food-exporting countriPs. The~ 
face serious political, economic, and cultural 
obstacles to raising output, however. and are in 
for considerable strain at the least, and probably 
for periods of famine. 

The US now provides nearly three-fourths of 
the world's net grain exports and its role is 
almost certain to grow over the next several 
decades. The world's increaS'ing dependence on 
American surpluses portends an increase in US 
power and influence, especially vis-a-~is the food
deficit poor countries. Indeed, in times of 
shortage, the us will r~ce difficult choices 
about how to allocate it., surplus between affluent 
purchasers and the hungry world. 

*****11t11t* 

. 
The implications for the world food situation 

and for US interests would be considerably greater if 
climatologists who believe a c~oling trend is underway 
prove to be right. 

If the trend continues for several 
decades there would almost certainly 
be an absolute shortage of food. The 
high-latitude areas, including the USSR 
and north; China, would experience shorter 
growing seasons and a drop in output. The 
monsoon-f~d lands in Asia and Africa would 
also b: adversely pffccted. 

US production would probably not be hurt 
much. A~ custodian of the bulk of the 

-2-
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world's exportable grain, the US might 
regain the primacy in world affairs it 
held in the immediate post-Wo·Id War II 
era. 

ln the worst case, if climate change 
caused grave shortages of food despite 
US exports, the potential risks to the 
US would also rise. There would be 
increasingly desperate attempts on the part 
of powerful but hungry nations to get grain 
any way they could. Massive migrations, 
sometimes bac\ed by force, would become 
a live issue and political and economic 
instability would be widespread. 

In the poor and pow~rless areas, population 
would have to drop to levels that could be 
supported. The population "problem" would 
have solved itself in the most unpleasant 
fashion. 

-3-
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THE DISCUSSION 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The widespread crop shortfalls i~ 1972 and the 

energy and fertilizer crunches in '73 and '74 have 

raised anew the basic question oi whether the pro

duction of food can keep pace with demand over the 

next few decades. Concern about the capability of 

many of the poorer countries to provide for their 

growing population is widespread and rising. Major 

international conferences planned for the second half 

of this year--i.e., the World Population Conference 

in August and the World Food Conference in November--

will focus on various aspects of this que", t; l.r•• • 

There is• moreover, growing consensu~ .1rr.~1;r 

leading climatologists that the 'WJrld \:i rJ!11: ·~ ".'~o~ng 

a cooling trend. If it continues, as {~ar~~- it 

could restrict production in both the USSlt a•}·~· China 

among other states, and could have an enormous impact, 

not only on th~ food-population balance, but also on 

the world balance of power. 

-4· 
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This paper briefly reviews present trends 

and projections for world population and food 

production under assumptions of 0 normal" weather, 

nnd then essays a necessarily tentative exploration 

of the ramifications of a cooling climate. Af final 
'i 

section address~s the political and other impli:ations 
I 

for the US of its potential role as the main food 

exporter in an increasingly hungry world. 

II. PEOPLE 

'1 

World population is growing at ever faster 

rates. The annual increase in 1930 wa1 abou~ 1.1\; 

by 1960 it had risen to about 1.7\. lt is now 

around 2.0\ and may still be rising. In n·..unt.ers, 

these translate to global totals of about two billion 

in 1930; th1ee billion in 1960, and !our billion 

by early 1975. At current fertility rates, population 

would total some 7.8 billion by the turn of the 

century. The UU medium forecast is for about 6.4 

billion by 2000 AD; this assumes substantial declines 

in fertility between. now and then. (See tables 1 and 

2 in Annex l.) 

-s-



Population is growing not b9cause birth 

rates are rising--indeed they arc steady or falling 

in a number of countries·-but because death rates, 

espdcially infant mortality, have fallen so sharply.* 

The increase in population is very unevenly 

distributed. tn most df the developed countries, 

growth rates are low--the US is currently under 1\ 

a year. But in most of the less developed countries 

(LDCs) growth rates are well over 2.St, and in some 

of the LDCs they approach l.S\ a year. This difference 

in rate~ is such that while the peoples of the LDCs 

(and China) account for about 70\ of the world total, 

by the turn of the century they will represent nea~ly 

80\ of the projected total, ~s illustreted by Figure l.** 

lt Bi'l'th ana death MUS refer to nu!T'b61'8 p61' b;..-lred total. 
popul.ation,, and arfl thus e:&preaaed in percentages. Fe'l'tiZ.i~,, 
or fe'l'til.ity rates zoefe'l' to C!.e nutnbers o/ chil.drsn per moter. 
7'hs ~~t .n:zta is an ave:rage of a.1 to 2. s c:hit.d:Nm per 
fami,."ly, <J.epe--riiI["'ng on mol'ta.l.ity ratas. Thi.a woul.d lead to aero 
popul.ation gr<Nth only in th.ti Um(!er run. Al.l B14Ch tarms rt1fer 
to natural. grotJth and omit th• effects of mlgNtion. 

* * China u not otherwise inc 1.uded in the group of LDCs in 
this NvieiJ of popul.ation and food trends because i.ta popu.1-'ltion 
gz'Ot.i'th i.s not so :rapid; nor dose it Nty heavi:il C'1I f..nportad 
food. 
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Change In Population Olstrlbutlon 

1970 and 2000 

&.4 Billion 
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Moreover, the momentum of population growth 

is so strong in the LDCs, largely because of the 

~ize of the group entering or approaching child

bearjng age, that even if the devel~ping countries 

were to adopt strong measures to lower fertility, 

it is almost certain that the na,ural rates of 

population gro«th would remain high over the subsequent 

one or two decades. And, even if fcrti~ity fell 

dramatically and quickly, the number of young couples 

is so large that population would not stop growj:--,g 

for at least five decades--barring, of course, a 

major rise in death rates. Without such measures, 

growth rates would remain high much longer.* 

Given the growth rate and age structure of 

their current populations, it is thus certain that 

• If, Meri.co, fo.,. szample, Lri.th a current popula~cm of about 
SB million, reached a replace111ent rats of fertility by 1980-BS, 
its population would leuel off at about 110 million by the 
middle of the nezt century. If Mezican ftwtili.ty did not drop 
to replacement levsls until th6 yea1' 2000, its population would 
level off at about 170 million in the last half of the nut 
cen tl.Wii. ( FiguN 2) 

-7~ 
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most LDCs will huve to provide food for much 

larger populations before the end of the century 

or face the political and social consequences of 

rising death rates. Some will probably ha¥e to 

do both. 

All population project\ons currently in use 

rest on the assumptions that infant mortality will 

continue to decline in the LDCs and that life spans 

will gradually increase, i.e., until they are near 

those in the developed countries.• Such assumptions 

in turn depend on some fairly optimistic expectati?ns 

about improvements in public health and th~ general 

nutritional level of the more miserable segments 

of LDC populations. The projections also •~ply that 

wars, famine and plague (while not ruled out) will 

not be of sufficient magnitude to affect death rates 

• undiJr t1ie aurrent DR medlum projecticna~ tif• •Zf"llCt:<Znoy 
for ths wcrt.d as a 1tJhoUI rtsss fl'om SS (about today'• 'Utxlt) 
to 6C by 2fJOO AD: fozt the LDC's as a 11:-:r..tp~ lt u pl'OJecud 
to (J1"0fJ fr'om about ~4 to 64 ~l" the sams '{Hlrlod. In '/.arg• 
pa:t"t~ a:.OSing this gap .n.u come from r6duoticma in infant 
mortal.i.ty rates which norJ rc:zngo from 1 to 4 per 100 Zivs 
birtha in ths deve~d countrtss to 20 or mo.N in ths poor 
countrlea. 

·8-
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Momentum of Population Growth, Mexico 
Millian Persons 
1801r-~~~~~~~~~~r--1-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--..... 
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materially on a global basis. For the purposes of 

this discussion, consideration of major or catastrophic 

wars is ruled out, but not the other great scourges-

famine and plague. These may occur on a scale large 

enough to raise global death rates if food shortages 

become more severe and chronic than they have been in 

recent years.* 

III. FOOD 

If population grows as projected, the question 

of food ls two-fold: will there be enough additional 

output to support the coming billions; and will the 

distribution systems--physical, administrative, and 

economic--be adequate to supply food where needed? 

• Famine and p tagU8 are a lose ly .N lated in that duzring pel'icds 
of famlM or poor nutri.ticn, many .tuooumb to dit.easss they 
could oths:nJiss cUl'tli.11•. Famlns often oauaea the hungry to 
gather at food c;liat:l'ibuticn poi.nu which facilitates the rapid 
spread of dia«111s. NoNowr, if aooiaZ ordsr including public 
hsaZ.th 1111rvicea fatuN, as [NquitlntZ,, hal'fH'M in euah aonditiona, 
then preV611ti<:m and tt-eatmcmt of such soourgea a.a chol4ra. and 
typhoid beorms less and 14ss posaibl4. Fo'I' these and other 
ztsason.s tium, ths ~""" of epidsmU,s depends heaiJi.ly on 
adequau food •ll.f'? Z.iu • 

-9-
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Nesd and Demand 

A recent UN Food and Agriculture Organization 

(FAO) study estimates that 20-25\ of the peoples 

of most countries in Asia and Africa no~ suffer from 

serio1;.; under-nutrition. Implicit in almost al 1 

projections of the comin~ growth in demand for food 

are the assumptions that most LDCs will see no real 

improvement in the average diet over the next decade 

or two, and that there will be no widespread programs 

to alleviate malnutrition among the most ill-fed 

groups. Obviously, the nesd for food is and will 

continue greater than the demand for food, which 

implies ability co purchase. 

Directly consumed cereals provide about half 

the world's food energy; consume4 indirectly in the 

form of livestock products, they account for much of 

the rest. And this is where the difference in demand 

for food b/ rich and poor countries emerges most 

forcefully. It requires several pounds of grain to 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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produce a pound of meat. In effect meat eaters 

consume food energy twice--first in the form of 

feed-grain to grow the animKl, and then the animal 

itself.* As income 1·ises, there is an almost universal 

tendency to eat more protein, especially in the form 

of animal-products. Annual beef consumption in 

the US, for example, grew from 55 pounds a person 

in 1~40 to 117 pounds in 1972. In the other industrial 

countries--Western Europe, Japan,and the USSR--dietary 

habits resemble those of the US in the 1940's. Since 

pastures and other natural sources of forage are no 

longer adequate to feed the animals currently raised 

for food in most pl~ces, increased demand for animal 

protein requires more grain and other food-stuffs 

like soybeans. 

Forecasts of demand for food over the coming 

decades rest heavily then on two main factors: the 

• In South Asi<Z., /or smmpt.s., most peop'Z4 'LltHI on about 
400 pounds of gN1.t'& a yeat'. North Amerio<Zns., at t1ur ot'h.s:r 
e:i:treme., conBU'l'l9 >Waty a ton a y•azo,, but t.sse than a fift,;, 
of it is eaten diNotiy in t'h.s form of o•reat,, bziead .. Bto. 
1'hB rsst is us.d in.diHotty as U.1H1stoak-f•ed • 

-11-
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growth of population, especially in the LDCs where 

demand is most affected by population changes; 

and income levels in tr.e richer countries where 

demand is fueled by :: igher income as much as by 

population growth.* 

Both the U.S. Department of Agriculture 

(USDA) and the Food and Agriculture Organization 

(FAO) have recently projected demand for food 

o~er the next decade. For the world as a whole 

they forecast an annual growth of 2.3 to 2.S\. 

The lower estimate by the USDA is based on the 

assumption that there will be practically no increase 

* llhil.e it la clear that projected detrt:znd for food includes 
protein (in the form of fiah 11 soybeans, put.sea11 peanuts, etc. J 
the roZ.e of grain as food and feed is so gNat tha.t this dis
cussion i.ri.tt hereaf'U:r focus 011 grain atmw. Protein auppl.i.es 
themselves i.ri.tt be 'Mavity dependent on grain auc:ri!abil.ity 
since the fish Ct.ltch has not been gror.ri.ng much in the past 
5-6 years; soybeans a.ra not Vel"!J r-osponsi11« to fertiliaezo 
and hence increased output depend.a f.altgel.11 011 planting mN 
acres (on Zand that la also euitabt.e foz- grain). In a'lion" 
the bulk of prouin increases .n.zt depend on f•tld-grains. 

-12-
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in ver capita consumption in the LDCs, and some 

growth in income and grain imports by the rich 

countries. The higher FAO forecast is based on 

more optimistic assessments of economic development 

in the LDCs where food demand is expected to grow 

3.7\ a ye~r. which implies some increase in per capita 

consumption. 

Neither forecast can be certain of demand 

in the dev~loped countries because so much will 

depend on their policies. This applies with particular 

force to estimates of the amount of grain that will 

move in trade betueen richer countries. For example, 

will the governments of the USSR and East Europe 

decide to orovide more meat per capita, even if they 

have to import extra grain, or will they tighten 

their belts in poor harvest years as they dii in the 

1960's? Such decisions will have considerable impact 

on the global demand for grain over the next decades. 

In any event, it seems plausible to ~ssume that world 

demand will grow at least 2.3t a year on average and 

possibly faster • 



Supp 'Ly: Ths Record 

Food production has increased at a fairly 

steady pace over the past several decades--about 

equally as fast in the developed and less developed 

countries. In aggregate terms, the LDCs' perform

ance was impressive. Total food output rose nearly 

66\ between 1954 and 1973, or more than 2.5\ a year. 

They did even better in grain production: the area 

planted to grain rose by about 35\, and yield rose 

near:J.y as much. 

Since population grew vigorously in the LDCs, 

however, per capita production changed very little: 

more recently, per capita consumption has probably 

declined in many LDCs. A nuaber of countries 

experienced periods of severe malnutrition and 

growing dependence on food imported from the de

veloped countries.* 

1 USDA eatinrltes i.11dloate a deat.i.ne in grai.n. coneumpti<m p"r 
capita in Nazi.cc and Central. America, most of the rest of South 
America e;tCSpt Argentina, Central Afri,ca, and South Ea.st Asia. 
For LDCtt as a group, the USDA estimataa annual conoumption in 
ki.log:rams per capita as fot.'1.ofJs: 1964-66 - 166, 1969-11 - 173, 
1971-?2 - 168, 1912-73 - 161, 1973-74 - 164. 

-14-
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The world pattern of grain trade has changed 

over the same period. Most regions have become 

net importers, and the volume of such imports 

has risen, as indicated by the following table • 

Net Ezports (+) and Ir.,ol"ts (.) in milt.ion metric tone1 

North America 
Latin America 
Western Europe 
East Europe & 

USSR 
Africa 
Asia 
Australia & 

New Zealand 

1948-52 1960 !..2§.! 72/732 

+ 23 + 39 + 59 + 89 
+ 1 0 + 5 3 
- 22 - 25 - 27 - 18 

0 0 4 - 26 
0 2 7 1 
6 - 17 - 34 - 38 

+ 3 + 6 + 8 + 7 

73/74 2 

+ 92 
2 

- 20 

- !2 
5 

- 49 

+ 9 

l · TotaZs "1i.U. not bat.anoe beoause of e'tock ohangu and rounding. 
2- Di.fftTl'fmt serl••• but indioati."6 of tr.nd. 13/14 aN pr.Z.iminary. 

Twenty years ago, North America exported mainly to 

Western Europe; most other regions were basically 

self-sufficient. Now, the whole world has become 

dependent on North America for grain--feed grains 

mainly to Europe and Japan, food grains elsewhere. 

(See Figure 3.) The US now supplies nearly three

fourths of the net global exports, and Canada 

between 15 and 20\ • 

-15-



In 1972, India's monsoon season was poor, 

China had drought in the north and floods in the 

south, the USSR experienced both drought and a 

short growing season, and drought was particularly 

oppressive in parts of Central America and Africa. 

The results were starvation for some, hunger for 

many, a rapid rise in food prices everywhere--and 

a drastic drawdown of existing world stocks of 

grain. 

Until very recently, there were two major 

factors available to cushion the effects o( poor 

harvests: the huge grain stocks in the US (and to 

a lesser extsnt in other exporting countries) and 

the acr~age held out of production in the US land 

bank. Now, stocks are so low they cannot make up 

for a crop failure in any ~ajor area this year. 

And almost all the US land reserve is back in 

production. Thus, unless there is exceptionally 

good weather this year and next, stocks cannot bd 

rebuilt quickly. 

-16-
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Harvests this year an~ next are therefore of 

critical importance, especially to the poor food

deficit countries.* For these countries a poor 

or mediocre harvest could be ~evas~~ting. Unless, 

for example, the Indian monsocn iaprov~s soon, 

India will have to import far more grain than it 

had planned to. Yet, the world-wide inflation of 

energy, fertilizer, food and other prices has im

posE'd severe straili.s on its foreign exchange holdings. 

Mediocre harvests in other major grain-producing 

countries would drive prices even higher.** In such 

a si~uation, there might not be enough surplus to 

keep India from famine, even if it could afford 

the cost of imports- -or if it somehow got g1·ain 

on concessional terms. 

The current shortage of fo9d affects the de

veloped countries quite differently. For the rich, 

I Not atl we. /at~ Tnto thu oatagoz-y. Mzny,. •ep«tiat..ly the 
O'lt. p2'0duc'BN,, r.>lU btl abf.t1 to affwd food i.•.;xnote • 

•• As .. ndi<>attld by !'ab·w !::.! U! Anne:r: I,. Z..es than 101 of 
ths iJOrld'e harzulet acnu.tti:tutae nt1t '1:l:p0rta,. but NZ<ltiu•ly 
small. tonnages mies a ariti.oal. diff•NmtHI f<n" food-dsfi.4it 
cJC1mtrit11J and N:ru. a large impact on pM.o.. 
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there ar~ the annoyance and domestic repercussions 

of high food prices; and for the main importers, 

an adverse impact on the balance of payments. But 

there is no fear of real hunger (except perhaps 

among ~~e poorest segments of their population). 

The major food exporteTs--the US and Canada--can 

expect a sizeable o~ost in earnings from agri

cultural exports. But if global harvests a~e 

poor, these exporting countries will face the 

difficult choicP. of whether to sell food to the 

richer importers or to give it to the poor ones 

when there is not enough to cover both needs. In 

short, famine relief on any major scale would have 

to come from reduced consumption by the well-fed·

which would be a difficult and divisive process, 

eveu with lhe best will in the world. 

The Longer Rangll Outtook 

Assuming that the ~~rld squeaks by th~ next 

few years with good harvests, what of the longer 

run? As the recent FAC study on the future demand 

• 

• 

• 
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for and supply of food stresses, it is far more 

di!ficult to forecast the growth of food produc

tion than the rise in demand for it. Here, there 

is a wide range of opinion among the experts which 

may be put into two, albeit oversimplified, sc11ools 

of thought··the "OJ?timistic" and the "pessimistic·" 

They differ far more on their asser.sments of pros

pects over the longer run than for the next few 

years. 

1ue optimists stress the theoretical co.pacity 

of world agriculture to increase output, by a variety 

of technical measures, 2-3\ a year until at least 

sometime in the next. centu~y. 

--On the basis of past performance and 

improvement in technology, rising demand 

can be met, provided (1) normal weather 

prevails (i.e., average conditions similar 

to the past few decades which cancel out 

both unusually good and unusually bad 

years); (2) adequate inputs of fertilizer, 

pesticides, etc., are available at reasonable 
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prices and (3) prices paid to farmers 

rrovide adequate inc~ntives to raise 

output. 

--According to US Department of 

Agriculture estimates, the US is 

capable of a rot increase in fe~d-grain 

production ~-- 1985, and thus of pro

viding for almost any foreseeable in

crease in world import demand for coarse 

grains (mainly feed grain). Moreover, 

USDA considers that wheat production 

could increase by at least a third in 

the sa~e period. Suah gains would 

come almost entirely from higher yields. 

--Under its conservative projections of 

demand, ~he USDA foresees cereal produc

tion capacity growing faster than consump

tion: hence the feasibility of rebuilding 

world reserve stocks, and the possibility 

of lower prices. 

According to the opti~ists, net grain imports by 

LDCs would rise from 15.5 million metric tons (1969-71 
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average) to 40 - 45 million metric tons in 1985. 

This assumes that production in these countries 

could grow slightly faster than 2.6\ a year while 

demand would grow about 3\ . 

In terms of per capita consumption in the LDCs, 

.these projections imply no appreciable change over 

this period--only from 181 kilograms a person to 

186 by 1985. In short, even the optimistic school 

of thought projects no real improvement in nutri

tion for the very poor food-deficit LDCs who make 

up the bulk of total LDC populat,on. Moreover, many 

of the poor countries will be ~nable to pay market 

prices for the projected level of imports especially 

if the cost of other essential imports like oil re

mains high. Thus, unless even the optimistic pro

jections about production in the LDCs are too low, 

many of the food-deficit LDCs are likely to be in 

for serious trouble within the next 5-10 years.* 

I FAO proJecticns of food demand and output a.sst.llW a 1tlightly 
gNatel' iP1Crease in LDC oonsU1tpt:lcrt, h~e a Zargu- uoUar-..i of 
imporu. They, too, mo. quit. p•ssimi.atio about LDC ability 
to P2Y for such impol'ts and hops wee oan rel:/ on ai.d. In the 
19SO's and BO's food aid (much of it US PI. 480) amounted to 
about a third of +.ha total food imports of ths LDCe. SUoh 
shipments have dsolined sharply in the pa.st couple of years, 
howover, as the relati.ue oost of food h~ mtm and sz.aoplus 
stocks hczv,1 been ussd up. 
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The pessimists are dubious about the ability 

of the world, especially the LDCs, to increase food 

production at the rates discussed above. They cite 

a number of very important constraints on ever-rising 

output. 

--Additional arable land is practically 

unavailable in much of the world, including 

China, India, Japan, and other parts of 

Asia. Much of the arable areas ~f China, 

for example, are already double and triple 

cropped. Most additions will require 

costly capital improvements such as swamp 

drainage, river diversion, complexes of 

dams and irrigation canals, or construc

tion of desaltini plants to make ocean 

water available. Moreover, the world as 

a whole is losing several million acres 

of arable land each year to eTosion, salini

zat ~n, and the spread of cities, industry 

and roads.* 

* Untit about 1930, most of the iMrease in food production 
cams through putting addition.at t.and under cultivation and/or 
having moN peopt.. at uork on the t.and. Si.noe tlien, teoh
nologicat impl"Ovements--nm.1 strains of Hed., fertiUaer, 
irzti.gati.on, pesticidss and meohani.aation--havs played an 
increasingly important rot. in raising output. 
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--Thus, nearly all of the increased 

demand for food will have to be met by 

higher yields. There are some indica

tions that the rate of growth in LDC 

output has slowed in recent years: the 

cheaper and more promising projects have 

been completed; the most receptive and 

dynamic farmers have, in many cases, al

ready adopted the new varieties and more 

modern methods. 

--In the developed countries, yield gains 

may also be slowing. Costs are rising 

rapidly and it requires ever greater in

put to achieve an additional unit of out-

put. 

~-Cliarly, the greatest potential for 

increased food production over the longer 

run lies in the LDCs, where yields are 

far below those of the developed countries.* 



But the social, political and economic 

obstacles to such development are, in 

the opinion of the pessimists, for•tdable. 

--Adequate incentives and inputs for 

farmers imply a major shift in the rural

urban terms of trade in most LDCs. If 

food prices paid farmers go up, the urban 

poor cannot afford the increase. Either 

they get subsidi~ed food, or starve. rev 

LDCs have been willing to pay adequate 

subsidies yet, nor is it clear where 

they could get the necessary funds to do 

so. 

--Moreover, the political commitment to 

agriculture has thus far been lacking. 

In most LDCs, the governing policy ha~ 

been either to ignore or to soak the 

peasants in order to promote industry 

and keep the city-dweller reasonably 

co~tent. Reversal of this policy would 

require enormous inputs of capital and 

skilled personnel, both in notoriously 

short supply in most LDCs. 
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The optimists would argue that as relative food 

prices rise, as rise they must in the food-deficit 

LDCs, market forces will call forth increased pro

duction. Hopefully they are right on this, but 

the sGcial and political turmoil implicit in such 

a price rise is considerable. And large numbers of 

the very poor would be likely to succumb to famine 

or hunger-induced diseases long before a new balance 

were ~hieved • .. 
Ih short, whichever school of thought proves 

l 
out, it seems clear that the world of the poor, at 

least, will experience continued food shortages and 

occasional famine over the coming decades. Under 

either assumption, the developed countries can 

expect to remain well fed, though perhaps not able 
,, 

to :ai•e their consumption of grain-fed animal 

produ=is as fast as they might want to. The dis

parity between the rich and poor is thus likely to 

get e~n wider. And the woTld's dependence on 
\ 

North American agriculture will continue to in-

crease• 
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IV. CLIMATE* 

'llle precarious outlook for the potr and food· 

deficit_ countries, and the enhanced role of North 

Ame~ican agriculture in world food trade outlined 

abowe were predicated on the assum9tl~n t~at normal 

weathe~ will 'prevail over the next few decades.** 

But mat\)' climatologists warn that this assumption 

is questionable; some would say that it is almost 

certainly wrong. 

Perhaps the simplest worry is marked variation 

within the prevailing we&ther patterns. The US middle

west has had moderate to severe droughts every 20 to 

25 years--e.g., 1930's, mid·l9SO's·-as far back as 

A oi.sciWslon of t>Mi natuH and impact of poeribl.4 olimau 
ohange ls., of 11ec"1eity., hi.ghty speoutati:oe and thsrefoN 
controversial. Various e:i:pezote wi.tt. di.ll<lgN• with eome Ot' 
many of the impZ.ialt assur.ptions. FO"I' .:amp'Z.41., th8 Offi.c• 
of Economi.o Res64Z'Oh thinks that tea 1.lttl4 ill 1cnoun about 
f'OHibZ.e oti.mau ohang• and /.te pot.mti.a'l impact on food 
prioduotion to ~t a dteouaelcm of poHibZ.. advezos• 
impZ.ioatlona for food euppZ.y. 

** Nol'frta'Z. watluir u daf/.ned by cti.rnoto1.ogi.1te as that 1t1hi.ch 
has been e=pt1r-l611C•d in UIS thrH pNl>ious dtloadu. 
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the weather records go. If this pattern holds, the 

main US granary (now also the mainstay of world grain 

trade) could expect drought and consequent crop 

shortfalls within the next several years. If world 

grain stocks were near today's low levels when 

this occurred, there would be a severe pinch on 

world food supplies even if all the other main 

producing areas had average to good weather. 

The extent of this shortage would of course 

depend on the degree of U.S. drought and its duration. 

But almost any drop in U.S. output during the next 

several years would have considerable impact on 

the price and on the availability of food for the 

poor food-importing nations. 

Such a cyclical phenomenon, however, would 

probably last less than a decade. While its impact 

could be severe. there would be reasonable hope of 

improvement within a short time. 

Far more disturbing is the thesis that the 

weather we call normal is, in fact, highly abnormal 
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and unusually felicitous in terms of supporting 

agricultural output. While still unable to explain 

how or why climate ch&nges, or to predict the extent 

and duration of change, a number of climatologists 

are in agreement that the northern hemisphere, at 

least, is growing cooler.* 

--Iceland, because of its loca~.ion, is a good 

indicator of changes in the whole Northern 

Hemisphere. The weather records and evidence 

for Icbland indicate that the past 4 decades 

were the most abnormal period in the last 

1000 years--much much warmer. (See Figure 4.) 

--The arctic ice area has perceptibly in· 

creased in the past few years. 

--The English growing season has been 

shortened by a week or more since the 1940's. 

W Accoi'ding to Dzt. /lub61't U:.Dri>--an outetandlng Sri tieh 
olinr:J.totogist--U 014t of Z? foreca.s.ting methods hs e:ranrlned 
predicted a oooUng trtmd th.rtough the ~nder of t'ltl.6 century. 
A cr.t."ngO of z0 .. 1° F • i.11 avB!'a(Jfl tempemtia-e would hav• an 
msonnous impaot. 
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The best estimates of climate over the past 

1600 years indicate t~at major shifts have taken 

pla·:e more than a dozen times. The maximum temperature 

drop usually occurred within 40 year: of inception 

of a cooling trend; and the earliest return to 

"normal" required 70 years. 

A number of meteorological experts are thinking 

i~ terms of a return to a clioate like that of the 

19th century. This would mean that within a relatively 

few years (probably Jess than two decades, assuming 

the cooling trend began in the 1960's) there would 

be broad belts of excess and deficit rainfall in 

the middle-latitudes; more frequent failure of the 

monsoons that dominate the Ir.dian sub-continent, south 

China and western Africa; shorter growing seasons 

for Canada, northern Russia and north China. Europe 

could expect to be cooler and wetter.* 

W--,0:? a tajJ11ti1i '• e:p?anation of ans of ths more ptausibte 
o'ti.mate thsoM.es acoozmting fol" suoh changes~ that of Dzt • 
Reid Bryson~ HS AmteX' Ir. 
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Of the main grain-growing Tegions, only the 

US and Argentina would escape adverse effectJ. In 

both, the cooler climat~ at the higher latitudes 

could be offset by shifting crop-belts equator-ward. 

In the US, during the 1800's, tht mid-west grain 

areas were cooler and wetter; the southwest waa 

hotter and drier, and the north-east slightly cooler. 

Too little is known about the effect of such 

climate changes on yield to predict the quantitative 

impact on production in the US or in other ar~as; 

but some general effects of a major climate change 

in terms of the global grain output are suggested. 

--US output might be unaffected or even 

slightly enhanced, 

--a shorter growing season would restrict 

production in the high latitude areas, like 

Canada and the USSR. 

-·¥.ore frequent monsoon failures in South and 

South-east Asia would significantly reduce 

grain output there. 
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--China would be hit by both cooline in the 

north and monsoon failures in the south. 

Moreover, in periods when cliPat~ change is 

underway, violent weather--unseasonal frosts, warm 

spells, lltrge storms, floods,. etc.--is thought to 

be mor~ ~ommon. Tha change itself would not be smooth, 

and even if the drop in temperature were slow, the 

disruptive effect of violent weather on crops might 

be considerably more adverse than mere cooling. But 

too little is yet known to be definite about this. 

It is clear, however, that if a cooling trend 

were to have adverse ~ffects on high-latitude and on 

the monsoon-fed lands, it would pose a food-population 

problem of the gr~Yes~ nature. Many LDCs are already 

expected to encou.1ter serious Jifficulties in ~n

creasing ~gricultural output as fast as their populations 

grow; more frequent droughts would almost certainly 

frustrate whatever hope of success they had. 

During the period of "normal" (or abnormally 

good) weather (1930s-1960s) which now may be ending, 
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the population of the world grew more than SO\. 

Moreover, most major dams and irrigation systems 

were built during this period and based on prevailing 

rainfall patterns. If these patterns changed. such 

~ystems would be less useful. Most of the hybrids 

and all of the "green-revolution" strains were developed 

to use the warmth and moisture prevailing in this 

period. Significant change in teruperature or rainfall 

pattern could negate most of these advances in yield. 

Experts are too uncertain about the possible magnitude 

of the cooling trend and change in rainfall to be 

able tc chart the effects on irrigatlon systems and 

hybrids, but production in many countries almost 

certainly would be cut. 

Clearly, agronomists could develop new strains 

more suitable to different weather and every effort would 

be made to counter the adverse effects of a clira~te 

change. New methods of manufacturing food-stu:fs 

and stretching what was available would help, e.g., 

texturized vegetable protein, milk made directly 

• 

• 
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from grass. Unconvontional food sources, like the 

yeasts that can be made to grow on petroleum, would 

also be tried. But in most cases the cost of such 

supplemental foods is still greater than naturKl 

foods and would thus be of little help to the poorest 

and neediest groups for a decade or more. 

The USSR, China, and South Asia would probably 

need large imports. How much--the most critical 

question--would depentl heavily on how far Jr.d how 

f3st the climate patterns changed. 1£ the cooling 
~ 

trend were marked and persistent, then a physical 

shortage of food would seem inevitable. That is, 

r.~ matter what the price or the distribution arrangements, 

there would not be enough produced to feed the 

world's population--unless the affluent nations made 

a quick and drastic cut in their consumption of 

grain-fed animals. Even then there might not be 

enough • 

V. POLITICAL AND OTHER IMPLICATIONS 

With or without "normal'' weather 1 the US is 

almost certain to increase its dominance of the 
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world's grain trade over the next couple of decades. 

This enhanced role as supplie& of food will provide 

additional levers of influence, but at the same tinae 

will pose difficult choices and possibly new 

proble~s for the US. ~he magnitude and range of 

implications differ radically depending on whether 

"normal" or much cooler weather is postulated. 

AsSWlfing No'l'f1r1. t lleathe .... 

The growing dependence of poor food-deficit 

LDCs on imported grain and the continued desire 

of affluent peoples to increase their consumption 

of animal products promise generally strong markets 

for US grain exports and considerable benefits to 

the US balance of payments. Moreover, ability to 

provide relief food in periods of shartage or famine 

will enhance US influence in the recipient countries, 

at least for a time. 

This dependence is also likely to lead to 

resentment of the US role on the part of the dependent 
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countries. Nevertheless, many will find it expedient 

to accommodate US wishes on a variety of issues. 

Others, perhaps with the backing of the USSR or 

China; ~ay seek to establish some international 

controls over the allocation of world food stocks • 

The 1JS, for its part, will face the difficult 

and recurring issue of where its grain should go. 

1a times of shortage when food prices rise, it 

will be hard to decide how much should be reserved 

for domestic consumption, how much should be sold 

at high prices, and how much should be given in aid 

to the needy. Each decision will have domestic 

and balance of payments repercussions, and will 

engage the humanitarian impulses of the country. 

Moreover, it r.:aay be difficult to chose amon~ LDCs 

as recipients. Whatever the choices, the US will 

become a whipping boy among those who consider 

themselves left out or given only short shrift. 

The few other nations which might have some surplus 

will be tempted to use it for their own political 

ends • 
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There will probably be a number of times 

when there is not enough surplus: for example, 

a repeat of the crop shortfalls of 1972 when a number 
. 

of major agricultural area~ simultaneously experienced 

bad weather. If foed stocks were low a~ the time, 

there would not be enough to supply the food-deficit 

LDCs and the feed-grain needs of the affluent 

countries. The very poor LDCs would almost certainly 

be unable to pay for the necessary imports and,even 

with aid, many would face famine. 

The elites of many LDCs tend to regard 

periodic famine as either natural or at least beyond 

their power to prevent, e.g., Bihar in 1967, Ethiopia 

and the Sahelian states in 1973. But the rural 

masses may become less docile in the future and if 

famine also threatens the cities and reduces the 

living standards of the middle classes, it could 

lead to social and political upheavals which cripple 

governmental authority. The beleaguered governments 

could become more difficult to deal with on inter-

national issues either because of a collapse in 
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ability to meet commitments or through a greatly 

heightened nationalism and aggressiveness. 

Developed countries that import large amounts 

of grain need not fear hunger or real privation, 

but will experience additional financial strain in 

years when crops are mediocre or poor. In such 

times, a sharp rise in food prices will affect their 

living standards. It has been decades since any 

rich country has been short of food and such an 

unfamiliar situation could generate great. social 

and political stress. The US, as potential supplier, 

would gain influence; it might also be blam~d for 

part of the shortage. 

In swn, if the weather is "normal", it is 

essentially the poorer LDCs that will become ever 

more dependent on US food exports. J.tany will be 

unable to increase their own exports enough to pay 

for such imports and will either have to get food 

on concessional terms or face increasing shortages 

including a degree of famine which applies a 
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Malthus•.an check on their population growth. 

This will pose problems for the US and other rich 

countries, particularly if the affected LDCs decline 

into an ungovernable state of confusion. 

. A discussion of the implications of a cooler 

climate within the next several decades must, 

necessarily, be highly speculative. Yet even tentati ~ 

assessments of the potential prospects may be useful 

in view of the evidence of cooling that now exists. 

One obstacle to more definite consideration is that 

climatologists are not able to predict how far the 

cooling trend might go. In the next S paragraphs, 

the discussion is based on the assumption of cooling 

great enough to cut the production of higher latitude 

areas (Canada, the USSR, and north China) and increase 

the frequency of drought in the monscon-fed countries. 

It further assumes that US surpluses would still cover 

most needs, except in bad years. The last two para

graphs assume that the regression in weather reaches 
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the point where even the best efforts of the US 

would not normally be sufficient to meet the 

minimum needs of the major food-deficit areas. 

In a cooler and therefore hungri~r world, 

the US's near-monopoly position as food exporter 

would have an enormous, though not easily definable, 

impact on intel"Jlational relations. It could give 

the US a measure of power it had never had before-

possibly an economic and political dominance greater 

than that of the immediate post-World War II years. 

A substantially cooler climate could add new 

and powerful countries to the list of major importers 

and reduce Canada's exportable surplus. Among the 

most im.mcdiat~ effects would be rapid increases in 

the price of food in almost all countries, which 

would create internal dislocations and discontent. 

The poor, within countries and as national entities, 

would be hardest hit. What is happening now to 

the poor in India and in drought-stricken Africa 

is probably a pale sample of what the food-deficit 

ar•as might then experience. 
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In many LDCs, the death rate from malnutrition 

and related diseases would rise and population growth 

slow down 'r cease., Elsewhere, there might be waves 

of migration of the hungry towards areas thought to 

have enough food. The outlook then would be for 

more political and economic instability in most poor 

countries as well as for growing lack'of confidence 

in leaders unable to solve so basic a problem as 

providing food. 

For the richer countries, the impact would 

be mitigated, at least, by their very wealth. While 

standards of living in countries needing to import 

laTge quantities of food would probably decline, 

there would be little danger of starvation. Nevertheless, 

there would be varying degrees of economic dislocation 

and political dissatisfaction whose results would 

be very difficu:t to forecast. 

In bad years, when the US could not meet the 

demand for food of most would-be importers, Washington 

would acquire virtual life and death power over the 

fate of multitudes of the needy. Without indulging 

, 
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in blackmail in any sense, the US would gain extra

ordinary political and economic influence. For 

not only the poor LDCs but also the major powers 

would be at least partially dependent on food imports 

from the US. 

In the worst case, where climate change caused 

grav~ shortages of food despite US ~xports, the 

potential risks to the US would rise. There would 

be increasingly desperate attempts on the part of 

the milit~~ily pow~rful, but nonetheless hungry, 

nations to get more grain any way they could. Massive 

migration backed by force would become a very live 

issue. Nuclear blackmail is not inconceivable. 

More likely, perhaps, would be ill-conceived efforts 

to undertake drastic cures which might be worse 

than the di~ease; e.g., efforts to change the 

climate by tTying to melt the arctic ice-cap. 

In the poor and powerless areas, population 

would have to drop to levels that could be supported. 

Food subsidies and external aid, however generous 

the donors might be, would be inadequate. Unless 
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or until the climate impr~~ed and agricultural 

techniques changed sufficiently, population levels 

now projected for the LDCs could not be reached. 

The pJfUlation "problem" w\>uld have solved itself 

in the most unpleasant fashion. 

******** 

The potential implications of a changed 

climate for the food-population balance and for the 

world b3lance of power thus could be enormous. 

They w ·uld become far clearer and possib~1 more 

manageable if the extent of possible cooling were 

thoroughly investigated and if the potential impact 

of th1t cooling were quantified. 
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ANNEX I 

'ta~lea oa Population Growth and on World Grain Prodadioa 
and Trade 

Table I 

Wotld Populatloa •rojfttloa• 

A-uml11111 C'oftllt.UI A .... 1111nc Dttllnlnc 
Ftrtlllt7 FrrUllt7• 

Growth Growth 
:l.lilllona Rat•" t.llllic'•• ·Rat• 

----
11170 .••••..•... 3.eoo 3,800 ......... 
lllM .•••••••••• $,200 2.4·~ 4,MA 2.0% 
2000 .••.••...•. 7,822 2.8·~ e,401 1.9% 

•UN "me<lium" projtttlon. 
••Annual a'Vft'lllt" nt. olntt rn-t't'din11 dat.. 

Table% 

R1:gioaal Dislrlbatloa aad Growth Ratu or PopatatJon: 
1970-2000 

(UN proj«tioa.:r. medium •arlaal) 
----------- -------

Annual .\wn..,. 

11170 

- - - - - -
l>fo\'f'lofl"'d Cour.trtH .•.•...•.• , ..• , 1.0~ 

W~trrn ••.•.• .................. 73• 
Of whlrb 

l'll .........•.•.•.•..•.•..• 205 
Communlot ••.••......•• , ······ .1411 

Of which 
l'fl..~R ..•.••• , ••.•..•••• • .•• 243 

a- D"·"lo.,...I Countrt ............. 2,.\37 
Communbot .....•••• ,, ......•• ,, 794 

Of which 
C'hlna .•. ,, •••••.••••••••••• 1~ 

Othrr .............•••••••.••.•• I, 743 
Far F.ut ...•.....•....•••••.• 4" 
Otllrr A•la .•.••..•.••••••• ,, , • I ,O!IO 
Alrlra ........................ 1'2 
l.atln Amf'rlt'&, ..•.•...•.....• 2411 

----
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ANNEX II: Climate Theory* 

Professor Reid A. Bryson of the Univ~rsity 

of Wisconsin at Madison has developed a theory and 

begun to develop a v~ather forecasting •ethodology 

based upon it. He contends that the world is at 

the end of a golden era: that of benign cliaate 

'¥nd rfboa ~lltp1Ilf~. 'f4b~~ Q::1'15~ ~11lt~ 11.Vs 

set in, and it will be 40 to 60 years froa now at 

a ainimua (possibly centuries) before we can hope 

for equally benign weather. He reasons along the 

following line~. 

The earth's at110sphere, hence i~s weather. is 

drive.-a by the heat of the sun. Teaperature differ.!nces· • 

between pole aiad equator and between surface and 

upper air··constitute the •aJn working parts of this 

heat engine and are responsible for pressure differences 

and the consequ~rit flow of air aasses. 
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At the beginning of this century, teaperatures 

were rising and the mound of cold air that covers 

the pole was contracting.• By about 1940 it had 

reached a relatively small size and aore of the 

earth was dominated by warm air froa tropical regions. 

But since about 1940, the earth has in fact cooled 

and the polar air mass has expanded.. 

Why has the earth cooled? There are three aain 

factors involved aff~cting how much sunlight reaches 

the earth and how much is re-r3Jiated into space: 

volcanic dust, man-made dust, and carbon dioxide. 

The transparency of the atmos?here to inco•ing 

sunli&ht ~nd heat is affected by dust. The aain 

variable sources of dust are volcanic activity and 

uan-aacle pollution. In the early part of this century, 

volcanic activity decreased aarkedly and this increased 

transparency; temperatures rose. 

I Th••• ph6PIOll'lllm4 4N of great.,. iapact in tM ~ 
1umti.spluml for I Na.one: tlulN aN lll2l'IN "'°"' peopl4 and 
muon """"' Zand nrz.e• in tltat "-rUpha.. 
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Bryson estimates that transparency vas little 

affected by •an's activities until about 1930 but 

that since then, man-caused dust has increased 

rapidly.* And, since the •id-19SO's volcanic 

activity has again become important. 

According· to his theory, the earth would have 

cooled due to this dust even more than it has if it 

had not been ~or measurable and increasing aNounts 

of carbo.n dioxide which man has put into the atmosphere 

by burning fuel (the greenhouse effect). 

Temperature changes, though i•portant, are less 

so than the circulation pattern they help engineer. 

And here, dust cools the polar regions proportionally 

•ore than the tropics. This increases the temperature 

difference between the tvo (the temperature gradient). 

Increased carbon dioxide wat'lls the surface but not 

the upper at•osphere; this increases the vertical 

temperature gradient. These two gradients are the 
'6 

..--Min-~ cb.utt lnolw:ltl• t.nrtd noel.Olt of •ol?a l..ft wt
prot.ttJted a• wit aa UN ,,..,,.. ft:Mi.li.azo Utduatzeud poll.Mt.ant• • 
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main factors that control ataospheric circulation 

and rainfall. 

The net effect is cooler weather in the 

high latitudes (near the arctic air aasses) and a 

shift s . .,uthward of the subtropical high pressure 

areas. The latter control the northward aoveaent 

of monsoon rain (in the northern he•isphere). This 

shift, in Bryson's opinion, accounts for the prolonged 

drought in the African Sahelian region.* 

North (or poleward) of this sub-tropical high 

pressure belt, the general effect of te•perature 

gradient changes seems to be that areas dependent 

on westerlies for rain ~ill have less strong westerlies 

and hence less rain. Inland on the Eurasian and 

other large land masses, north-sout~ swings of the 

polar front (the edge of the great polar air aas~) 

will tend to doainate the weather picture aore than 

in the recent wara period. 

' 
I 
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Bryson expects a return to something like 

the climate 0£ the last century. in vhich case 

the tollovina tendencies could be expected: 

--More rain in the northern half of the US; 

drier in Central Gulf Coast. southwest, and 

the northern Rockies. The winter wheat area 

and the range lands of the high plains vould 

be much wetter. On balance. these changes 

would probably not affect US food production 

very much. 

--a higher frequency of drought in India. as 

the northern limits of the aonsoon are pushed 

southward. Perhaps as much as severe drought 

every three to four years in northern and 

northwest India. 

--persistent drought in Sahelian Africa so 

long as the sub·tropic high pressure area 

stays where it is. 

·-shortftr growing seasons in Canada, northern 

Europe, northern Russia and north China and 

consequent reduction in grain output. 
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··aore frequent aonsoon failures in South 

East Asia and the Philippines. 

Control over volcanic activity is well beyond 

human capability. Nor does it seea likely that 

human societies could change their activity patterns 

so as to reduce the amount of aan-aade dust which 

now accounts for perhaps 20·30\ of the total. Thus, 

if the theory is correct, it is reasonable to assu:1e 

continued cooling and change in ~eather patterns 

unless or until volcanic activity slows again. 

Even then, aan-aade dust would remain as an iaportant 

cooling factor. 
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